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Title: OniBushi VR
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
CentVire
Publisher:
CentVire
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 - 64 bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 / AMD equivalent or greater

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Only VR, with 360 degree
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This game can be compared with The Stanley Parable. Walk around and do what is asked of you... or don't.

As to the gameplay, Payroll is most definitely inferior. Less options, less of a game overall to play.

Graphically while The Stanley Parable is more impressive, Payroll has a fun style that I haven't seen in a while.

As to the achievements, Payroll wins without a doubt. There aren't any \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t
achievements, like "Play 24h on a Tuesday" and "Have an erection during the baby minigame". Getting the achievements in
Payroll made the game way more fun and it also made my try and figure out what I can even do in the game.

Plus, it's way cheaper than The Stanley Parable.. As everyone mentions, this is a mouse dexterity game, although there is still a
small amount of puzzle in there.
Also, everyone is correct about replaying all levels 4 times, although there is still some new challenge in it.
Recommend, because it's an overall good casual game, even if it's a little misleading.. Hi,
I was interested in this game since its release, but I wanted for some decent sale to buy it. I bought it 3 days ago, a played some
time (I finished the campaign) and, as a coop veteran, I'd like to write my opinion about it, hoping that maybe someone near the
devs will see it and maybe take notes.

Let's start with the pro:

Gameplay is valid.

It's funny and intuitive.

I had no doubts about it tho, it's a well tested gameplay format.

The level design is pretty good. The path it's easy to follow, the arenas are well structured, the secrets are both easy to
find and easy to miss.

The setting is very interesting, reminds me of "The Mummy" (1999 movie) and Serious Sam.

There's a nice variety of enemies.

Traps are goooood. It's not a common thing is coop game and I like them, because are efficient and easy to use.
Game is well optimized.

Cons:

There is a complet lack of endgame. Or even midgame. There's just really no reason to keep playing after the campaign
is done, except for the fun of shooting mummies, that after some time vanishes too.
There are a lot of potentials ways to implement some kind of grind/farm mechanics here, for example: levels on
weapons (that could unlock gems' slots), lore about enemies every X enemies of that type killed, tiers of gems that
requires gems of lower tier to be merged together (ex. 2 T1 Quickfire Gems = 1 T2 Quickfire Gem etc), incrementing
the power of the gem at every tier, weapons' skins on every X kills or X levels, etc etc.
There are really dozens of alredy multiple tested ways to implement grind and farm and they are all easy to think.

Even if there is a nice variety of enemies, truly there are only 4 types: meele (splitted in armoured and unarmoured),
ranged (that are basically all the same, only difference it the projectile they shoot), runners and miniboss (minotaur). It's
a coop ffs, where are the disablers? Without them everyone is basically fighting by himself and there isn't a "team", but
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just a bunch of guys that happened to have the same objective.
Also the enemies should have some type of resistance and weakness with certain types of weapons, for example heavily
armored mummies should be weak against bolt action and/or semiautomatic, while being extremly resistant against smg
and pistols. That could have pushed the players to organize a party with some logic, enforcing the "team" aspect of the
game, and actually use the stations that allow them to change equip while still in the map. I mean cmn, you give me the
possibility to change equip MIDGAME and no actual reason to do so? Just why?

The gun system is bad. Without considering that some DLC guns are basically buffed version of base game guns (no
problem with that tho, it has always been a coop thing), they all feels the same.
There are only 3 types of primary weapons (shotguns, smg and bolt action/semi automatic rifles). Bolt action and semi
automatic should feel different but the actually feel the same. Also they shouldn't be usable by every characters imo,
every one should have access to a shared pool of weapons but still have some specialized weapons that fit their passives.
Or some characteristic weapon like an Assegai for the african chick.
And what about some meele primary weapon like a Katana for the japanes guy? Or a whip for the rodeo guy? Endless
possibility here.
The secondaries are a joke. Their damage is a joke, their accuracy is a joke, they all feel the same. I'd rather have some
particular weapon with limited ammo, like a sawed off shotguns to pair with a bolt action, rather than a nearly useless
version of my primary with endless ammo.
Also ammo are everywhere and there are very poor occasion, mainly the boss fights, where the player will end the
primary's ammunition, so the pistols are actually useless.

The base price is way too high considering what this game offers. There are other coop games that offers more for 2/3
of the price, sometimes even less. Why should anyone buy a "coop" AAA game for 50€, that in the brightest scenario
could offer 30/40 hours of gameplay, while there are 30€ indie developed coop that could offers hundreds of hours of
gameplay?

There is clearly a massive assets' recycling here that could and should have been developed better considering the price.
It's a shame, the setting is very interesting and could have been a blast not for gameplay originality but for the entire
game setup.
I bought the deluxe edition for 22€ and I still feel kinda scammed, the game feels rushed in everything but the maps and
the gameplay. If it was described as coop campaign game I'd have no problem with it, but right know is advertised as a
coop with replayability, that currently is very poor. Let's hope for future updates but hope is little, just too much work to
do.

My grade is 5/10.. My first Tom Clancy game and I had a decent time trying to win it. I remember it being fun although
replayability seems low.. Not very fun at all. Sorry programers, I hate giving bad reviews, but I loved portal and portal 2 and this
is no where near that epic level. The game uses magnetic guns to move around and manipulate blocks, which had the potential to
be epic and was fun at times. The puzzles are fairly easy to figure out what to do, but it is doing it that is so frustrating. If I could
have saved whenever I chose, it would be better, but constantly repeating a long series of manouvers just because of one bad
move, is not fun, it is a tedious ordeal. I stopped at a point saved as Red Lights, level 7, where you must jump\/float around a
zigzag section and I can't be asked to continue, so no comment on the puzzles beyond that point. Game goes from easy to very
hard, randomly. Portal was fun, humorous and challenging, this has only a few of those great qualities, but could be fixed with a
free upgrade. 3\/10.. This review is what I had experianced in\/with the game. Everybody will experiance things differently.
With that onto the review of RoadkillerZ

RoadkillerZ is a vehicular combat game and has been out for 8 months. Your thinking it being realesed for 8 months the game
must be fun and exciting....nnope. Roadkiller Z is just a single-player gamere you dive around, destroy the dumest A.I. and run
over zombies.

First buying this and playing it for only 10 minutes I was bored and ticked. off. When I bought it 8 months ago, the accelarator
was also shooting the gun. That is the only thing that got fixed while everything else is still the same. I don't know if the
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develoeprs are going through a tough time or just don't care about their game because I don't see the love in it.

The cars: there are only 2 cars. A small and medium. The small has one mini gun and the medium has a mini + rocket.

Maps: there only 2 boaring maps to play on. A dirt map and a trap map.

Zombies: the zombies don't do crap in the game other then to get your ride full of blood.

Contoller Support: ......WTF is this bull crap. I pugged in my contoller and the game doesn't even respawned and there is no
option to turn on contoller support.

Multiplayer: ya safe to say withing the 8 months of this being out and no muliplayer yet I doubt there will not be any. I can only
see the devlopers releasing multiplayer when the new Death Race movie comes out but the canches of that even happening is
0.01% chance.

RoadkillerZ gets a 1\/10 score. This game just wasn't fun for me and some other players also agree with me. This game went
down the road of failure and I don't see how the developers can bring the game back from the dead.

That is the Pony review for Roadkiller Z
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Game rarely responds to button presses and usually gives a Japanese error when opened.. Review Key dos brode

Our reviews are simple,direct to the point that interests,an overall quality of the game and a final consideration.

Game:Planet R-12
Genre:Strategy

Graphics: 8/10
History: 7/10
Gameplay: 9/10
Sounds: 8/10
Replayability: 10/10

Final Consideration:This game show how simple and addictive a game can be!this is a mix of strategy,action and shooter
game,where you take role of soldiers killing giant robots and upgrading it with the parts of robots!Awesome soundtrack,well
done gameplay,simple and fun,worth the money, recommended!. It's pre-oreder bundle missions that I've already completed and
low grade gear. Gear is not even worth the time since my character is already sporting all Legendary gear. I agree with another
reviwer - Get your act together Ubisoft. You can be 100% sure I will NOT be pre-ordering the next AC game.. I was like
everyone who gotten this game, that couldn't wait to play it once it got released. So, I've been playing this nice game since
Monday. I didn't want to jump the gun and give it a review yet until I try everything with it, including trying the three boss's.

I understand it is an early access no problem, which is good because I could hopefully give some good and bad feedback.
Here is the good feedback it is a beautiful game, good sound, good envourment, good concept of transporting goods to towns.
That's the good feedback
 Now the bad. The time of complete the mission, its too fast. I should be able to transport like 20 coal, plus 20 lumber in one
day and still able to finish transporting Iron Ore at the same day. The constent pain of repairing my train every trip. I think I
should be able to repair my train once a week or so. I don't know because it was very difficult to get my missions done and
worrying rather the main mission is pass or not. I tried three boss's like I said and I had, a hard time getting the main mission
done. So, my answer to people to get this game or not. Its up to them, but as of right now I think I should wait.. Fun casual
game, nice music and graphics just a bit of fun,. After playing Chains of Satinav I fell in love with The Dark Eye universe.
Could not stop playing at all and only slept when exhaustion forced me to.
I really can't express my feelings for this story because it is so amazing.
The ending made me cry like a little girl. (in a good way c:)

If you liked Chains of Satinav, you simply SHOULD play Memoria, for it would be a great sin in the sight of the Twelve not to
play it.
. I really enjoyed this. One of my favorites.. After playing this for a little while I can tell already I'm gonna be playing it a lot
more. Quick, fun, and very robust gameplay along with nice visuals makes PAKO 2 worth the cost, which is actually pretty low
to begin with.
For an early access game it feels very well rounded with no major issues, I've only driven off the edge of the world once so far.
My only negative comment is that since the visuals are so heavily stylized it can be difficult to tell what's what until you get used
to it. As such I've found myself driving along only to come to a halt, having hit a slope that was pretty hard to see.
All in all, solid game.. Waste of money.. If it was for pure gameplay I would recommend this product without hesitating, but
some parts of the game are just so unbearable that I would give this a not recommended.

First, the controls are used to create an artificial difficulty. A map of square edges using the arrow keys to navigate should be
easy to control, but the game moves your ball 3 spaces per arrow click. Which means you have to give diagnal inputs to move
around and will often still miss your turn or take the wrong path.

Second, the choice of backgrounds at times is just beyond hideous. A few levels I raced through just to get a different
background, while others gave me a splitting headache. There should be a seizure warning attached to this game for some of the
background choices (gray background with light green diagnal lines).

It's rare to see a basic "easy win" game crushd into the ground by the design team.
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